Product Change Notice (PCN)

Date: 06/15/12

PCN Number: PCN-061512_01

To Our Customers:
We appreciate your use of our products. Our commitment in maintaining and improving processes is demonstrated by plans to enhance our product quality, reliability, and manufacturability. The purpose of this notice is to inform you of a product change.

Product(s) Affected: CMS0401KL-1X

Reason(s) for Change: During the transit of the speaker, the aluminum dust cap would often get dented and be perceived as damaged or defective.

Description of Change: The material of the dust cap has changed from aluminum to Mylar.

Affected Date Code: 06/15/12

Product Availability: After 06/15/12

Additional Information: The change results in an increased frequency response from 270 Hz to 320Hz and an increase in SPL from 86dB to 97dB.
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